
(Habermas, 1991:65)

Only those norms can claim to be valid 
that meet (or could meet) with the 
approval of all affected in their capacity 
as participants in a practical discourse.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Ideal_speech_situation

The validity of a claim to normative 
rightness depends upon the mutual 
understanding achieved by individuals 
though a practical discourse under the 
condition of a ideal speech situation.

Tra1: Everyone is allowed to question 
any assertion whatever.
Tra2: Participants in communicative 
exchange are using the same linguistic 
expressions in the same way

Transparency

Fre: No relevant argument is suppressed 
or excluded by the participants. The only 
force is that of the better argument. 

Free of domination

Tru: Attitudes, desires and needs have 
to be expressed truthfully. 

Truthfulness

Ope: Everyone is allowed to introduce 
any assertion whatever into the 
discourse at any time.

Openness

OUGHT

ideal speech situation

Background

Cnp: a national political party
Cip: a international political party 
Ceu: Europe

In the Context of

big gap between the ideal speech situation and 
the real situation. There are a lot of problems 
that should be improved:
P1-Tra1: Too many information for one participant 
leads too data overflow. Discourses fall apart.
P2-Tra2(Cip and Ceu): Different languages leads to misunderstanding 
P3-Fre: Structural power suppresses 
participation and the better argument
P4-Tru: Dishonesty

entry barrier to highP5-Ope:

...

Main-Problems

Today

IS (2011)

better than IS (2011)
Aggregation of all contribution of a 
discourse and compacting through 
consenser-logic

S-P1-Tra1

a semantic logic can be used in any language 
machine translation
human translation

content translated by a combination of
S-P2-Tra2

Decentralized structure to prevent 
accumulation of power

S-P3-Fre

the results of a discourse have to be 
nonsensitive to lies and cheating 

S-P4-Tru

different ways of participation adapt to 
different kind of participants => lowers 
the entry barrier

S-P5-Ope

...

Solutions

Tomorrow

IS (with consenser-logic)

To reduce to gap between the "IS" and the 
"OUGHT" of a practical discourse under the 
condition of a ideal speech situation

Aim

http://de.consenser.org/ger/consenser/1268

0. Node with light blue frame: First the 
description of the discourse-projekt 
"Wahrheit" => RDFa - discourse_name

1. Node with magenta frame: consens of the discourse 

2. Nodes with blue frame: maximum one 
standpoints per expert-groups and 
discourse => one standpoints from one 
websites per discourse

3. Nodes with red frame: maximum one 
opinion per author and discourse 

Example for a Discourse-Consenser

http://groups.drupal.org/node/22231
http://drupal.org/project/rdfx
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=VvEVoY0sl6o&feature=player_embedded

consenser-module has to be developed

any drupal 7 site could be included by 
just installing a "Consenser"-module

see belowany web site could use Consenser-RDFa-Logic

see belowany blog writer can tag his contend by "poor RDFa"

S-P3-Fre, S-P5-Ope

many different Websites

http://rdfa.info/
http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-rdfa-primer/
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdfa-syntax/

official

http://de.consenser.org/node/
2504#comment-1196

Videos

see belownew vocabularies

S-P2-Tra2, (S-P1-Tra1)

Semantic vocabulary RDFa

http://wiki.piratenpartei.de/OpenIDOpen ID

see below

S-P1-Tra1

Aggregator

http://wiki.piratenpartei.de/Syncomto connect with

Follow up
Feedback by comments

any person can participate

Consenser - Logic: See below

S-P1-Tra1

Newsgroup by RDFa and Consenser-logic

Servers

Ruu: unregistered user 
Rruw: registered user in website x
Rruo: registered user open id
Raw: admin of website x

Website Roles

Author: Rruw 

directly
through Newsgroup

Every one can write comments on opinion.

The author of the opinion is allowed to censor comments.
node titles
submission date
author
homepage
language

count
relationships

comments

taxonomy terms

standard

discourse_name

opinioncontent_type

taxonomy terms

new

semantic

rules

+ Any blogger can tag his content with "poor RDFa"

opinion

Author: all user (Rruw) of their own website x
Every user (Rruw) can edit a standpoint 
of their own website.

rules

node titles
submission date
author
homepage
language

count
relationships

comments

taxonomy terms

standard

discourse_name

standpointcontent_type
new

semantic

standpoints

Author: all user (Rruw) of their own website x
Every Rruw can edit a standpoint of their own 
website.

Every Rruo can write comments on consens.

The author of consens is allowed to 
censor comments.

rules

node titles
submission date
author
homepage
language

count
relationships

comments

taxonomy terms

standard

discourse_name

consenscontent_type
new

semantic

consens

Content types

What I have to do, in order to define the new semantic?
discourse_name

opinion

standpoint

consens

content_type
new

RDFa

##d#:

http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/ej.by tagging through special hashtags 
that are searchable through the internet

discourse_name

default: opinioncontent_type

S-P5-Ope, S-P3-Fre

Poor RDFa

Semantic

(the internet)0

(Not the focus at the moment, but for the 
future it could be worth to try.)
through the indexing by machine

1

##d#:discourse_name

default: opinioncontent_type

High potential of cheatingS-P4-Tru

easy to participate

every blogger can participate 
S-P5-Ope

Decentralized structure to prevent 
accumulation of power

S-P3-Fre

bottom-up

for poor RDFa

2

node titles
submission date
author
homepage

count
relationships

comments

taxonomy terms

standard

discourse_name
content_type

new

by

Less potential of cheatingS-P4-Tru

clear definition for any language possibleS-P2-Tra2

participation depends on the choice of 
one of the webpages with RDFa

every one is free to start his own 
webpages with RDFa 

S-P5-Ope

defined semantic

for RDFa

3

only the preferred nodes of a discourse
default: of a specific website their own 
content of a discourse (see Discourse - 
Consenser - local)

2
3

form but content from other websites can be added 
(see Discource - Consenser - local+)

aggregated, controlled and 
compact by website => competi-
tion by website reputation

S-P4-Tru, S-P1-Tra1

participation is controlled by 
Admin of the webpage (Raw)

quality is control by the user of a 
webpage (Rruw)

S-P5-Ope

by websites

RDFa by websites

4

input website

Aggregators

only the newest of a website1. all consenses by date

than

only the newest of a website2. all standpoints by date

than
only the newest of an author

RDFa
poor RDFa

visual difference between 
contents between

3. all opinion by date of 
newest comment

shows for ONE discourse 

when necessary: content of other 
language is automatically translate to 
the language of the webpage

one-click comment and follow up

one-click to add to local+

Output as newsgroup

Discourse - Consenser - global 

only the newest of the website1. the consens of the website

only the newest of the website2. the standpoints of the website

only the newest of an author3. all opinion of the website by date of comment

shows for ONE discourse 

one-click comment and follow up

Discourse - Consenser - local

the newest of the website
+ the newest of selected website

1. the consens of the website + preferred 
consensus of other website by date

the newest of the website
+ the newest of selected website

2. the standpoints of the website + preferred 
standpoints of other websites by date

only the newest of an author
3. all opinion of the website + preferred 
opinions of other websites and poor 
RDFa by date of newest comment

shows for ONE discourse

(later: machine translation could be 
replaced by human translation)

one-click comment and follow up

Output as newsgroup

S-P1-Tra1

Discourse - Consenser - local+

added to any consensshows and calculate a global diff-index

automatically follows-up to minimize the diff

S-P4-Tru

Compares consenses of one discourse 
of the different website 

Consens-follow-up-robot

Consenser - Logic

Technical approach

Semantic of 
ideal speech 

situation 
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